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Name: Equi For All 
Email: info@equiforall.com
Registration Payment: Through the confirmation email.
Unpaid videos will not be judged.
Prizes: See prize table below.
Web: www.equiforall.com 
App: EQUIPE 

Name: Equi for All Online Dressage Tour II
Discipline: Dressage
Category: Social, open to all categories
Venue: Online - www.equiforall.com
Dates: 

01 April - first date for delivery of videos  
28  April- last date to send the videos  
06 May - last date to publish the results 

Name: Juan Carlos Campos 
Category: FEI Nivel 3

Name: Tote Vignau
Category: National A

The results will be published in Online Equipe between the 30 April and
06 April. Diplomas will be sent to the e-mail addres used for registrations
as from 06 April. 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TOUR

ORGANIZING COMMITTE 

JUDGES

RESULTS

mailto:info@equiforall.com


Register at: doma@equiforall.com
Opening date: 01 April 2024
Closing date: 28 April (reception of videos).
Maximum number of participants: 60 
Amount: 

National Judge: 20€ per video
FEI Judge: 25€ per video

Registration Process: Send an e-mail to doma@equiforall.com with the
video attached and in the subject line: Name of the rider, name of the
horse and the test you are riding.Once the video is verified, the
committee will send an email with the instructions to formalize the
payment.
Payment: Payment must be made within a maximum of 24 hours, once
the confirmation email is received (29 April is the is the deadline to make
the payment).

The event will be carried out in accordance with the RFHE Regulations in
place. The organizing committee reserves the admission of participants
whose videos do not meet the following conditions:

Acceptable quality where horse and rider can be seen clearly during
the execution of the test from the beginning to the end.
The test must take place on an arena with the regulated
measurements (40m x 20m/60m x 20m) with the letters properly
marked, at the correct distance and visibly.
Filmed in Horizontal format at least two meters behind the letter "C".
At the beginning of the video, the person recording must announce
the date, type of test to be ridden and name of the participating pair.

REGISTRATION

REGULATIONS 



While recording, the video must have sufficient zoom when the pair
is away from the recording position. 
The video must have the original audio, and no instructions of any
kind to the participating pair should be heard. The use of walkie-
talkies is prohibited. 
Only bits according to the FEI international regulations for Dressage
are accepted. 
The use of a whip is allowed. 
The use of a helmet is absolutely imperative. 
Bandages, protectors, or auxiliary reins are not allowed.
Horses must be braided and in white. 
Younger riders are allowed to participate with light-colored pants and
a dark polo or jersey if they don't have competition clothing. 
It is not allowed to participate with a video of a test that you have
already performed in a previous official competition or a previous
Equi for All online event. 
The scores you obtain do not count as official, nor are they valid as
possible qualifications for official competitions. 
We expect every participating rider to be affiliated with a federation
or have private insurance

RANKING 

This event is the second of 4 in 2024 in the Online Dressage Tour. To
qualify for the tour, the rider and the horse must participate in at least 2
events in 2024.
Ranking Calculation: The two best tests in 2024 (in two different
events).
Bonus: 
Participating in 3 events during the year = extra 5 points.
Participating in 4 events during the year = extra 10 points.
The ranking will be available on www.equiforall.com.

http://www.equiforall.com/


Categories: 
Best Overall Score (except Category Young Horses)
Best Dressed (stetics of rider and horse)
Best Beginner 
Best Overall Score Category Young Horse 

The organizing committee will contact the winners via email starting
from 06 May, 2024, to formalize the delivery of the prizes provided by
the sponsors.

Sponsors: Tuxelife, Gatusos, Zanahoria Equestrian 
Prizes: The jury, together with the organizing committee, will objectively
choose the winners for the following prizes from among the pairs:
Tuxelife: Saddle Pad Kingsland
Gatusos: Varios protectors 
Zanahoria Equestrian: 1 voucher of 15€ in the web shop 

PRIZES APRIL 2024 



In order to promote the sport and equestrian knowledge, along with the
online tour, a recorded video with selected tests will be produced, which
will be commented on by the judge. This video will be published on Equi
For All's digital channels and will be public.
By enrolling in the competition, participants consent to grant their image
rights related to the sport to the organization. The legal guardians of
minor participants assume this assignment when formalizing the
enrollment. The images obtained under this assignment include videos
and streaming, or any other audiovisual support, and may be used by
the organizing committee for any type of promotional content for the
event or other events organized by them, advertisements, reports,
broadcasts, and any other promotional or informational purpose

All participants, by registering, accept these rules.

REGISTRATION ASSIGNMENT OF SPORT-RELATED
IMAGE RIGHTS:


